
3190T EZ Lock Fabrication Instructions
The 3190T EZ lock is a very low profile pin lock system with a plastic pin guide that

is laminated into the socket.

NOTICE: Laminating a pin lock cone without the included pin guide cone is NOT recommended.

Mold and Dummy Prep for Lamination
Important: Be sure to double check that the pin alignment is satisfactory so as not to introduce a binding alignment
situation. (Fig. 1, 2)

1.The rectified mold should be ready to be laminated.

The distal aspect of the mold should be well prepared so

the location is flat to receive the lamination dummy for

placement. (Fig.3)

Note: If cast is freshly

poured, a casting

balloon should be

pulled over the cast or

the PVA bag will

become too moist.

Fig. 1 Fig. 2

Fig. 3

2.Check the length of the bolt included with the lamination dummy to be sure that it does not protrude past the

conical lamination dummy and into the cast which could puncture the PVA bag. If it does, you will need to either cut

the bolt down, or create a spacer to prevent bolt from protruding past the lamination dummy. Cut a round disk of
clear tape using the nailing end of the lamination dummy as a reference. (Fig.4) With PVA on the cast, the disk of clear

tape can be placed on the distal end where the lamination dummy will be nailed into place (Fig. 5), and will keep the

PVA from rupturing while being nailed into place. (Fig. 6)

Fig. 4 Fig. 5 Fig. 6
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Pin Guide Cone and Layup:
With the lamination dummy nailed onto the cast over the clear tape, apply the pin guide cone. NSP Braid can then be

tied off onto the pin guide cone. We recommend NSP braid as there is greater push through resistance due to it’s

strength versus carbon braid, so we will reference NSP when braid is required.

4 Prong 1223T rotating adapter (Usually for BK application):

NOTE: The 1223T 4 prong rotating adapter has a deeper seat within the component. This in

turn will have the pin guide cone smaller end within the adapter when finished, and it could be possible to pull the

entire dummy assembly off the mold when screwing down the assembly should there be excessive layup material!

Layup:
NOTE: To prevent push through of the rotating adapter (regardless of material used),

there needs to be at least 2 layers of NSP (which would be staggered partial length) tied

to the pin guide cone (photo right being applied onto the lamination cone dummy that

was nailed onto the cast) before the socket adapter is put into the layup.

The initial layer should be a Perlon, or can be Dacron felt. The NSP layers should always be

separated by 1 nyglass to obtain the stiffness required for the distal end.

IMPORTANT: Initial layers tie in the pin guide cone to the socket!
Apply and tie off the braid and nyglass on the pin guide cone. Both of these layers are to be reflected back upon the

cast. You want to end up with 2 layers of braid with 1 layer of nyglass in between. It is best to stagger the length of

each layer of braid so that they do not end at the same level, but should be beyond the threaded adapter prongs.

Nyglass needs to be applied over the first 2 layers of braid to act as a separator for the layers that will tie in the

threaded adapter.

Photo right:
NSP braid, nyglass, braid tied

to pin guide cone and to be

reflected back down in a

staggered layer beyond the

threaded adapter prongs.

Photo right:
After initial braid is reflected

down, tie in separator layer

of nyglass before installing

threaded adapter and the

final layup.

NOTE: 2 layers of NSP braid should be tied and reflected back upon itself

with 1 layer of Nyglass separator in between.
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Prepare the 1223T adapter prior to application!
The threaded areas of the adapter need to be prepared for lamination with application of petroleum jelly, and to stuff

open areas with silicon putty. The purpose of the putty is to promote easier removal of any stray lamination, or to block

resin infiltration into any cavity areas.

Component threaded area and clamp bolt threads should be generously coated with Petroleum Jelly (Fig. 7).

Fig. 7 Any pockets, slots, or chambers that are necessary should be packed with

Silicon Putty (or similar) to avoid those areas to fill with resin and hamper

ease of removal or even

prevent dummy removal.

The Putty will allow sanding

the lamination to reveal the

hex head of the Dummy bolt

or the clamp bolt to assist

in removal of the lamination

dummy, and to clean out

resin for finishing (Fig. 8)

Fig. 8

Application of 1223T adapter onto Lamination Dummy

With the prepared 1223T, thread the corresponding threaded lamination dummy into the body completely and snug

down the clamp bolt, but not tightly, and reinsert putty into the hex cavity. The Lamination Anchor Bolt should be

prepped with clear tape wrapped onto the bolt portion not being threaded into the conical lamination dummy to

reduce resin build up and to assist in centering on the pin guide cone. Insert bolt through the threaded dummy and

place 1223T adapter onto the pin guide cone / lamination dummy over the layup material. Check that the threaded

lamination dummy is contacting the pin guide cone / conical lamination dummy with the layup material (Fig. 9). This is

to ensure that the transition will be smooth with the pin guide cone and the EZ Lock. The Lamination Anchor Bolt can

be snugged down to keep the assembly together (As shown in Fig. 8). NOTE: Care should be taken to not overly tighten

the bolt, as it could pull the nailed conical lamination dummy out of the cast! Loose NSP Braid can be strung through

the ear holes to ensure lamination retention if needed (Fig. 10).

Fig. 9 Fig. 10
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3 Prong 1221S (Usually for AK application):

The 1221S 3 prong adapter can be utilized for 3190T EZ Lock, but the pin guide cone will end up more flush with inner

flat surface of the adapter versus within the 1223T 4 prong adapter with a deeper threaded base.

Preparation would include the application of petroleum jelly on all threaded areas of the body, and clamp bolt areas,

as well as the clamp bolt. The slot of the clamp should be packed with Silicon Putty or similar.

The 3 prongs can be threaded with loose NSP braid through the holes as well for extra retention.

Important: Caution should be taken as to not back out the nailed in conical lamination dummy from

the cast with the lamination assembly!
After the 1221S has been assembled with the threaded lamination dummy, and the Lamination Anchor Bolt with the
tape applied similar to the 1223T instructions, the assembly can be applied and snugged onto the conical lamination

anchor and pin guide cone layup.

Final Layup onto the threaded socket adapter.

After the adapter has been bolted snuggly onto the conical lamination anchor, the clamp and

clamp bolt can be taped over to reduce resin infiltration (Figure Right).

NSP braid and Nyglass can be now be pulled over the adapter and tied into the tie off groove

(Fig. 11, 12). Of course, the material needs to skirt below the clamp bolt area, and the Nyglass

can be reflected down as well as the NSP Braid.

NOTE: With the inherent Hoop strength

of the lower BK socket, the layers of

NSP Braid should suffice for strength and stiffness, and the need

for NSP Tape is not necessary for average wearers/activitly levels.

For higher weight or higher activity levels, the

introduction of tape would be recommended for longitudinal

stiffness, and possibly an added layer of braid. It ultimately is up

to you on what is appropriate for your patient and their

requirements.

Apply PVA bag and laminate as usual.

NOTE: Because there is an adapter with much material that has been layered, it is important

to note that the resin should have ample time to saturate the material before squeezing the

resin into the socket area.
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After the resin has saturated the material, it is recommended to tape off the distal end so as

to reduce the tendency of the resin to pool and so as to define the shape of the distal end as

well. This will also help in exposing the clamp bolt head so as to be able to loosen the clamp

and remove the threaded lamination adapter and to reduce the need for sanding any excess

resin.

Note how the distal end is taped off, the clamp is taped tightly to reveal the bare shape and

the Lamination Anchor Bolt head is taped off as well to aid in removal and clean up.

Disassembly of Lamination Dummy from Assembly:

Important: Be sure to follow the steps to ensure that the lamination dummy can be disassembled and removed easily.

1) Cut the brim area of the socket and remove excess left over.

The Lamination Anchor Bolt and Clamp Bolt need to have the Hex Heads exposed.
2) Remove the tape from the PVA bag around the distal end and the resin can be chipped off of the threaded

lamination dummy to reveal the slot head, and then clean off the Lamination Anchor Bolt head.

3) The Clamp bolt head and clamp slot can now be cleaned up and exposed.
4) After the Clamp bolt is removed and slot is cleaned of putty, the Lamination Anchor Bolt can be loosened but

do not remove.

5) Remove the socket from the cast
6) The Threaded Lamination dummy can now be loosened with either an adjustable wrench or vise, but do not

completely remove from the assembly.

Should the lamination cone dummy not come off readily, lightly tap the lamination anchor bolt to dislodge the

lamination cone dummy.

Be sure to allow the resin to cure properly, and proceed to clean up the adapter threads, clamp bolt hole, and clamp

pinch slot.

Check fit and function of the EZ lock within the laminated socket, and the ability to cycle the lock/push button/pin.

The lock push button shaft can be shortened up to 12.5mm / 0.5 inch. Be sure to apply thread locker so the push

button does not back out during use.



3190T EZ Lock Check Socket Instructions
The 3190T EZ lock is a very low-profile pin lock system that can easily be incorporated into a

check socket for preliminary fitting.

NOTICE: The check socket will provide an integral pin guide.

Mold and Dummy Prep for Lamination
Important: Be sure to double check that the pin alignment is satisfactory so as not to introduce a binding alignment
situation!

1.Mold Prep:
The mold should be checked to verify

that the pin will have an acceptable

alignment (Figures to the Left).

The distal aspect of the mold needs to

have the quadrants aligned so that the

A/P M/L alignment can be set, and the

area flattened for the dummy (Figures to

the Right)

Finish cast prior to applying the dummy

2. Dummy Preparation:
Apply some tape so the bolt is more centered in the socket adapter lamination dummy hole. (Fig.1)

Drill a hole centered on the quadrant marks with a 9mm or 3/8” drill bit so bolt will easily fit inside and not interfere

with centering the dummy and verify depth so dummy is flat on the cast. (Fig.2, 3)

Nail dummy onto cast centered on the quadrant marks with included brads. (Fig. 4)

Apply a foam plug to completely cover end of dummy to aid in sanding plastic flush. (Fig. 5)

Fig. 1 Fig. 2 Fig. 3 Fig. 4 Fig. 5
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3. Pulling plastic:
Heat up the check socket plastic so droop is about half the length of the socket, then sprinkle powder on the inside of

the plastic and slowly work the plastic (stretch the area to correspond to the distal area where the adapter will be so

that the plastic on the very bottom of the socket will end up no thicker than 3mm or 1/8”). The 3-prong socket

adapter will take the stress, so the side wall area where the prongs attach need to be thicker than 3mm or 1/8”.

We recommend the use of a rotatable 3 prong socket adapter as there is more surface area to bond to the check

socket.

Fig. 6 Fig. 7 Fig. 8 Fig. 9
At the time the plastic is pulled over the mold and dummy with foam, ensure that the plastic is contacting the dummy

and mold so there are no voids/space/gapping.

While plastic is still hot and pliable, hand shape it to mold and dummy on the distal end. (fig. 6)
After the plastic sufficiently cools, roughly trim and remove from vacuum platen and sand down plastic over the

dummy so foam can be removed. This will allow you to assess how accurate the distal end is before removing from

the mold. (fig. 7-9)

If needed, reheat the plastic on the distal end and remold to ensure total contact

and exact shape.

Note: After reheating, apply nylon hose over the plastic so that the plastic bag

used to apply the vacuum does not stick or melt, and will provide an air wick.

After the distal end is satisfactory, sand down the flat surface of the end of the

socket flush to the end of the molding dummy.

Roughen up the plastic where the 3 prongs will be bonded to the socket.
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Fig. 10 Fig. 11 Fig. 12 Fig. 13

Assemble the socket adapter with lamination dummy and bolt to the pin guide dummy and check socket – checking

for clearance (fig. 10) and where the adapter will need to be contoured (fig. 11). Tape up the pinch bolt area so it can

move (fig. 12). Bond the adapter to the socket filling in the voids, covering the adapter (fig. 13).

4. Finishing the socket:

Fig. 14 Fig. 15

When the adhesive has hardened, remove the bolt from the assembly, and

proceed to remove the socket from the mold (fig. 14). After the dummy is

removed, ensure that there is no adhesive on the sanded plastic (Fig. 15).

Remove the tape from the socket adapter pinch clamp area (fig. 16).

Thread the 3190T lock assembly into the socket adapter, and ensure that there is

no binding as this will gall the threads. Ensure that the lock is flush with the

plastic (fig. 17).

Fig. 16

Fig. 17
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